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Welcome to
Constant Manufacturing
We’re experts in precision sheet metal fabricated parts, 
components and fully assembled pieces. Established in 
1970, our British family run 30,000ft2 manufacturing site 
in Oldham, Manchester, boasts a suite of Trumpf 
machines, skilled sheet metal workers, a fully automated 
powder coating line alongside an assembly department. 

We pride ourselves on being the largest North West 
manufacturing site offering a single source solution for 
sheet metal fabricated products that include clients such 
as national Telecoms companies for cabling cabinets, to 
international retail POS display designers.
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Production
›    Trumpf Trumatic (TruPunch) 5000 with Trumalift 

Sheetmaster working with our 63tonne capacity STOPA
›    Trumpf TruLaser 3030 with Liftmaster Compact
›    Trumpf TruPunch 3000 with Sheetmaster Compact
›    Press Brakes:
 Trumpf TruBend 5130
 Trumpf TruBend V850
 Trumpf TruBend V85s
 Trumpf TruBend V850
›    Powder Coating full production line, including 

pre-treatment and PLC controlled drying and curing
›    Pemserter Series 2000 x 2
›    Rollers x 2
›    Gravograph 15600xp metal engraver x 2
›    Schröder guillotine x 2
›    Super Primex Ever Bright screen printer
›    Polishing & belt linishing machines
›    Numerous fly presses, drills and general fabrication 

equipment

Workforce
›    Skilled sheet metal workers
›    Welders – fully skilled time served fabricators of all 

disciplines
›    CAD Engineers
›    Project Managers
›    Business Development Team
›    Electromechanical Assembly Department
›    Machine Operators
›    Production Division
›    Logistics Department with 3 strong wagon fleet



CNC Punching
Using Trumpf 5000 and Trumpf 3000 
punch machines which are suitable 
for small batch runs and large scale 
production runs. Typical punching 
jobs can be as simple as a square, or 
complex profiles with forms.

›    Range of operations including: 
piercing, nibbling, embossing, 
extruding, slotting and recessing, 
louvering, coining, countersinks, 
forming tabs, creating ribs and 
creating hinges

›    Material thickness from 0.5mm 
upto 8mm

›    Punching accuracy of 0.02mm
›    Suitable for a range of materials; 

mild steel, zintec, galvanised steel 
and aluminium

›    Punching acceleration rate up to 
1400 strokes per min

CAD Design
Our team of CAD Engineers enables 
us to design  and manufacture parts 
easily and cost effectively using 
time-served experience and 
knowledge.

Constant Manufacturing brings over 
130 years collective experience 
designing simple sheet metal parts 
to complex projects with our team of 
in-house CAD Design Engineers. We 
have the ability to anticipate and 
resolve challenges to the fabrication 
process  before the process has 
even begun.
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CNC Bending
We have a suite of precision sheet metal 
bending machines including our 
TruBend 5130, TrumaBend V85s and 
TrumaBend V850. We also have 
traditional Rollers as part of our sheet 
metal fabrication facilities. This allows 
us to bend lengths on the shop floor 
from as small as a matchstick to 3 
meters in length. 

Due to our years in the industry we’ve 
excellent working relationships with 
oversized sheet metal bending 
companies, so we can still facilitate all 
your projects requirements, even if the 
item is a little large for our machines, 
without you having to contract more 
than one supplier.

CNC Laser Cutting
Laser cutting is the modern way to cut 
and manufacture from sheet metal due to 
the unrivalled benefits and cost savings 
to both us the manufacturer and you the 
client. As there is no tooling costs, and 
therefore no outlay, we can produce small 
batch runs that would sometimes be 
unthinkable using traditional techniques. 

›    High precision laser cutting power with 
TruLaser 3030

›    Quick prototype and short batch 
turnaround for all types of products 
from metal enclosures to ventilation 
cover plates

›    We can cut up to 3000x1500mm 
metal sheet

›    Can cut sheets up to 25mm thickness 
in mild steel, 20mm for stainless steel 
and 12mm for aluminium

Capabilities
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Assembly
Our aim is to offer a complete service in the 
pursuit of single source manufacturing which 
in turn reduces customer lead times, retains a 
single control point and results in lower unit 
costs per finished part. We can put together a 
range of products from full working models, to 
merchandising and branded packaging. 

Metal Engraving
Alongside our Trumpf TruLaser machine, that 
can laser etch onto sheet metal during the 
cutting process, we also offer a standalone 
engraving service with our Gravograph XP6000.

Fabrication
Being able to offer a full welding service, 
alongside cutting and forming, we can 
help reduce your project costs and 
supply chain. Our in-house team allows 
us to be able to facilitate contracts from 
small prototypes to large production 
runs with ease and experience.

Screen Printing 
We have carefully selected partners to 
produce our screen printing stencils so 
we can manufacture the most intricate 
detailed print applications.

Utilising the latest ink technology, we 
can screen print onto a range of 
surfaces including;

›    Plastic
›    Stainless Steel
›    Aluminium
›    Polished Brass
›    Copper
›    Silver
›    Powder coated metals

›    SPOT Welding
›    STUD Welding
›    Stainless Steel TIG Welding
›    Aluminium TIG Welding
›    Carbon Steel TIG Welding
›    Carbon Steel MIG Welding
›    Aluminium MIG Welding
›    Brazing

Powder Coating
& Finishing
Our fully automated powder coating 
service consists of in line 
pre-treatment system, drying oven, in 
line powder coating booth and curing 
oven. We use only the highest quality 
powder coating paints from 
AkzoNobel, DuPont and other preffered 
suppliers. As well as our powder 
coating service, we can also provide;

›    Shot blasting 
›    Polishing services
›    Wet painting 
›    Plating
›    Galvanising
›    Anodising



Projects
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How it’s Made: 
Retail Display
1: CAD Programming

2. Raw Materials

3. Laser Cutting

4. Pemserter

5. Press Brake

6. Fabrication

7. Prototype

8. Powder Coating

9. Assembly

10. Finished Unit

11. Delivery

12. Display

The full ‘How it’s Made’ can be 
viewed under Case Studies on 
our website.
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Sectors
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Constant Manufacturing has supplied 
businesses across the country 
with a range of storage 
solutions, electrical 
cabinets, factory 
components and 
working parts.

Sport & Fitness
The list is endless! We’ve been 
involved in pit-stand pods to 
retail display units for leading 
fitness brands at Constant.

POS & Display
We manufacture a range of store displays from 
small flagship POS displays for leading 
department stores in London to 1,000s of metal 
shelving components in a supermarket’s 
racking system. Retail display units for local 
supermarkets to flagship New York department 
store installations.

We help light the way in 
store with revolutionary LED 

luminaries through to 
illuminating the railway 

network, both trackside and 
on the move!
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Industrial
Constant Manufacturing is heavily 
involved in the industrial sector with 
component parts for factory shop floor 
machines to air conditioning and 
ventilation units.

We don’t have ‘an average day’ 
at Constant Manufacturing as 
the shop-floor sees a wealth of 
products, components and parts 
being fabricated and dispatched 
to our clients from a variety of 
industry sectors.



Air Conditioning
One of our specialist daily ‘job runs’ consists of 
a variety of air conditioning (air con) parts, 
components and enclosures. We’ve 
manufactured over 3,000 different components 
for the air con market. 

From your office desk to the clock on the 
wall, many consumer goods today have a 
     range of metallic parts. As a result we 
        often fabricate components and parts 
          on a sub-contracting basis for 
          manufacturers of white and 
         consumer goods.

Medical
We’ve worked with various cosmetic, dental 
and medical companies in both the private 
and national sector. As a single source 
solution of fabricated products our customers 
often turn to us to design, manufacture and 
either part or fully assemble medical 
components all in-house at Constant, saving 
lead time, and minimising the supply chain.

Media
Whether it’s a metal housing for 

a light fitting or parts for a set, 
we’re able to manufacture a 

range of metal parts and units 
for the media industry.

Metal Cabinets
You may not have known it, but it’s likely you’ve 
walked past a ‘Constant Cabinet’ in your 
neighbourhood. All our
cabinets and enclosures
can be powder coat 
finished to match the 
destination of the 
cabinet or the brand it
is representing. This
may include brown for
woodland areas, blue to 
represent the client’s 
brand, or grey to blend 
into industrial areas.
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We’ve the capabilities to 
 manufacture a range of 
   precision parts and 
    components for motorcycle, 
     rail, car and truck companies 
    in our Oldham based sheet 
  metal fabrication factory.
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About Us
In 1969, Harry Garlick was told he ‘didn’t have enough 
money to buy a fish and chip shop’, let alone an aluminium 
business.

Harry proved them wrong and in 1970 along with son 
Richard, Constant Aluminium Supplies Ltd was formed. 
We’re delighted that over 45 years later, lead by new 
generations of Garlicks, his company still flourishes today.

Luckily in the early 70s Richard had met Maggie, and 
unknowingly to his father who passed away in 1977, the 
legacy of the company was to continue with their children, 
Matt Garlick and Emma Gilligan (nee Garlick), now joint 
Managing Directors.

Maggie, formerly a Teacher, was the company’s original 
‘sales girl’ and over the years has developed the business 
alongside husband Richard seeing the offices moving not 
far from the original building of a small office and 
warehouse on Greenhaulgh Street, to the current 30,000ft2 
plant in Meadowbank Business park, adjacent to the M60. 
The current premises offer a great location for our logistics 
team for delivering around the North West & Yorkshire areas.

Richard now sits proudly as Chairman with Maggie as 
Financial Director, leaving the day-to-day operations with 
Matt and Emma.

Over time a specific ‘Constant Manufacturing’ division grew, 
utilising the Group’s growing team of industry trained CAD 
Engineers, Business Development and Marketing 
Departments and a suite of skilled shop floor staff from 
Welders to expert Precision Sheet Metal Workers.
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From left:
Matt Garlick
Emma Gilligan
Richard Garlick
Maggie Garlick



Get in touch
Constant Manufacturing can handle all of your sheet 
metal fabrication needs whether the job is small or large, 
give us a call, pop in or email us. 
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CALL US:  0845 313 2752

EMAIL US: contact@constantmanufacturing.co.uk

ONLINE: www.constantmanufacturing.co.uk

VISIT US:  Meadowbank Business Park
 Tweedale Way
 Oldham
 OL9 8EH

 Just 1 minute off J22, M60

Keep in touch
How it’s Made, demos & more:
www.youtube.com/constantgroupuk

Behind the scenes at Constant:
www.instagram.co.uk/@constantgroupuk

Up-to-date company news
www.twitter.com/@constantgroupuk
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Constant Manufacturing is part of Constant Group Ltd, a 
collective of leading British brands including 

Constant Engineering, Constant Lighting and Tuffboxes.

www.constantgroup.co.uk
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